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Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)

The Snooper Tyre Pilot application can monitor up to 22 tyres simultaneously, there are various kits and sensors available from your 
Snooper dealer or from www.snooper.co.uk. 

The basic starter kit you will need is either  STP1800 or STP1600  (depending on the vehicle type), this kit includes a bluetooth 
interface which is necessary to connect the sensors to the your Android phone.

The Tyre Pilot app can be downloaded, for free from Android play store . 

Search for Tyre Pilot in the app store , download and install the app to your smartphone.

Pairing

The first step is to pair your smartphone with the Tyre Pilot Bluetooth interface (please refer to you smartphone instructions 
for specific models).

General pairing instructions:

From the main screen, select the app menu icon .

Select 'Settings'.

Select 'Bluetooth' .

Ensure the Bluetooth is switched ON ; if not switch Bluetooth ON.

Touch 'Scan for devices'.  The phone will search for your Tyre Pilot Transmitter (TPMS). 

On the Bluetooth interface press and hold the White button       until the unit beeps and the r ed LeD 

starts to flash (the TPMS interface is now in discovery mode) 

Refer to Bluetooth Interface Installation on page 4 for installation ad wiring instructions.

Once the TPMS interface is discovered it will appear in device list on the smartphone. 

To complete the pairing process  select TMPS and press ‘Pair’ 

Tyre Pilot
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Selecting vehicle type:

Snooper Tyre Pilot has been designed to be used on a range of different vehicles, including cars, caravans, motorhomes, trucks,buses, 

coaches and trailers and it can also monitor your spare wheel.

Tyre Pilot has been designed to monitor the following configurations:

● Single vehicle up to 4 wheels
● Single vehicle up to 10 wheels
● Trailer up to 12 wheels
● Spare tyre x 1
● Single vehicle up to 4 wheels + spare tyre
● Single vehicle up to 4 wheels + trailer up to 12 wheels
● Single vehicle up to 10 wheels + spare tyre
● Single vehicle up to 10 wheels + trailer up to 12 wheels

Begin by selecting your vehicle type as follows:

in the configure menu press TPMS and the following screen will be displayed:            

00000 Bluetooth connection status - connected          disconected  

2. Alert sound/Mute

3. exit**

4. Vehicle type

5. Configure

** This this closes the TMPS app, If the TPMS app is closed using the exit button you will not receive any TPMS alerts. 

To receive TPMS alerts you MUST not close the application.

1. Pressure units, select between BAr and Psi

2. Temperature units, select between Celsius  and Fahrenheit

3. Vehicle. Change vehicle type Car, or Truck/Motorhome add Caravan or 
ssstrailer

4. Exit TPMS setting and return to previous screen.

5. Setting. Set the pressure and temperature tolerances.

6. Pairing. Menu for pairing the pressure sensors to the TPMS app.

7. Spare tyre. Shows spare tyre settings. 

NOTE: Some changes (EG Vehicle type) are not implemented on the unit until the TMPS application  is closed and then 
reopened. To close the application press the exit button 4   twice to close the app then  menu then reopen the TPMS application 
by pressing the TPMS button. 

Truck/Motorhome showing max number of sensors Trailer/caravan showing max number of sensors Spare wheel 

Configure TPMS

Press ‘Settings’ (5) and the following screen will be displayed

TPMS App  V1.1 09/15 
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 Pairing the sensors

There are two options available for pairing sensors to the application : input sensor iD or radio Frequency (rF)

 Pairing the sensors by Sensor ID

This is the simplest method as the sensor can be paired before they are fitted to the vehicle each sensor has a unique alpha numeric 
code embossed on to the sensors cover, this is this the sensor iD.

1. Open TPMS menu

2. Change vehicle type 

3. Press configure (1)

4. Press ‘Pairing’

5. Select which wheel from the image you want to program the sensor for, by 
pressing the image (2) six zeros should appear, which indicates a sensor has NOT 
been programmed to that particular wheel. if any number of letters appear than 
that wheel already has a sensor allocated to it.

6. Press ‘input sensor iD’ (3)

7. Using the keypad type in  the sensor iD and press the  return key (4) to enter.  

8. To access the trailer or spare wheel press the arrow (5)

9. repeat steps 6 & 7 for each subsequent wheel

10. Once all of the sensors are programmed press the exit button (6) THree times  to fully exit TMPS 

When the TPMS application  is reopened you will see the tyre pressure 
readings (pressures shown here are for illustration purposes only)

To delete or edit a sensor just  follow steps 1-6 then,  to edit,  overwrite the 
sensor iD with the replacement sensor iD . To delete a sensor over type the 
sensor iD with six zeros (this will also remove a ‘wheel’ from the image)

Press return on the keypad to save.

The same principle applies for programming sensors to trailer/caravan and/
or the spare wheel.

Pairing the sensor by radio frequency (RF)

This method for pairing the sensor by rF is similar to the one described in section 10.4.1 with one exception, the sensor must be 
installed on to the tyre valve before they can be paired.  

in order to correctly program each sensor with the correct wheel we recommend that each sensor is fitted and THeN programmed 
BeFOre installing the next sensor. The sensors will only transmit when they are fitted to the tyre valve and can they  ‘sense’ air 
pressure from the tyre.

Refer to page 4 for details on how to install the sensors to the wheel valves.

2 3

4
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Do not over tighten to prevent possible damage to the sensor.
Hex Wrench

Do not over tighten the security screw to avoid damaging the 
thread on the tyre valve.

Once the sensors are fitted follow steps 1- 6 in section 10.4.1 then:

1. Press ‘Set using valve’ button (1)

2. A pop up window will appear in the TPMS display and the button on the 
Bluetooth interface will flash red and the interface will ‘beep’  The
interface will now search for a period of 90 seconds for a sensor which is
transmitting a code. Once the code has been received, it will replace the
six zeros  and the interface will beep.

3. Press the return button (1) to save or the exit button (2) to cancel

4. repeat steps 1 & 2 for each subsequent wheel

5. Once all of the sensors are programmed press the exit button (4) THree
times to fully exit TMPS 

Installing 116 PSI sensors

1. Unscrew the tyre valve cap and replace with the tyre sensor.

2. Use the wrench provided to tighten the screw for added security.

User tip: Please keep the wrench in a safe place for when you next need it.

Replacing the sensor battery
1. Use the hex wrench provided to remove the anti-theft screw and remove the sensor from the tyre valve.

2. Use the battery replacement tool to unscrew the sensor cap.

1

2 3

screw
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3. remove the old battery.

4. replace the old battery with a new Cr1632 battery cell, ensuring the positive+ is facing upwards.

5. Check that the water-proof rubber seal is in the correct position. Screw the sensor cap back using the battery replacement tool to
tighten.

Installing 188 PSI sensors.

The 188 PSi sensor comes in a security housing but can be installed with or without it. You can remove the security housing by simple 
unscrewing the casing before connecting the sensor to the appropriate tyre valve.

User tip: It is recommended to pair the sensors using the LF pairing method first before connecting the 188 PSI sensor to your tyre 
valve.

Before connecting the sensor to the tyre valve, shake it to ‘wake it up’. This will ensure it is ready to pair.
1. remove the tyre valve cap and mount the corresponding sensor on the valve using the wrench provided.

CR1632 

"-"       " "       +
CR1632 Lithium Battery CR1632 Lithium Battery

 Water-proof 
rubber seal

Screw

Sensor Waterproof Rubber Seal
(Spare)

Sensor Installation Tool

Do not over tighten the 
sensor cap to prevent 
possible damage.

Please keep the wrench 
for future use.
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Housing 

Inner Sensor

Cover 

installation without security housing

Replacing the sensor battery 

1. Use the wrench supplied to
remove the sensor.

3. Use the wrench to open the sensor and gain access to the battery.

4. remove the old battery.

5. replace the old battery with received, a new Cr1632 battery cell, ensuring the positive+ is facing upwards.

6. Check that the water-proof rubber seal is in the correct position. Screw the sensor cap back on and re-install the anti-theft
housing. Follow the installation instructions above to re-install the sensor on the appropriate tyre valve.

2. remove the anti-theft housing.

Do not over tighten the sensor cap to 
prevent possible damage.

"-" " "       +
CR1632 Lithium Battery CR1632 Lithium Battery

Water-proof 
rubber seal
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Bluetooth Interface Installation

The Bluetooth interface should be mounted within 16  feet (5 
meters) of the Smartphone. it should be mounted securely with 
the screws provided. We would recommend that the unit is 
accessible  for programming purposes.

The Bluetooth interface should have 12V/24v DC power when 
the vehicle is moving.  The red cable is positive and the black 
wire is negative.

Repeater/Signal Booster Installation

recreational Vehicles, Tow Vehicles, Trailers and Tractor Trailer *

* (if you have a Tractor Trailer that does drop and pulls of multiple trailers you need to use the STP6 section because it requires a link 
function)

The repeater/Booster is designed to amplify the signal from your TPMS system sensors. in situations where length or interference 
prevents your monitor from receiving a signal, the repeater/Booster increases the sensors transmitting distance.

This should not be needed to monitor distances of 53 feet or less. However, some vehicles experience difficulties due to the amount 
of electronic components in the engine compartment as well as where sensors are shielded by bodywork etc. causing sensor signal 
strength to be reduced and where extremely cold temperatures may reduce sensor battery power. 

The optional signal repeater/Booster can be ordered separately and is available at www.snooper.co.uk 

The booster should be installed as low as possible on the rear of the towing vehicle or at the front of the trailed vehicle. 

The hard wired booster should have 12V/24v DC power when the vehicle is moving. 

The red cable is positive  and the black wire is negative.
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10.5  Settings

Selecting your high pressure and low pressure limits

Follow these instructions to select at which high or low pressure limits you would like your Snooper Tyre Pilot to alert.

1. Next to each axle write down what your tyre  pressure is by axle and calculate what your alarm setting will be.
(you may need to consult the vehicles user guide for this information)

2. High Pressure setting will be (20% above axle tyre pressure).

3. Low Pressure setting will be (10% below axle tyre pressure).

Example: Front Axle Tyre Pressure is: 100 psi 
High Pressure Alarm Setting will be: 120 psi (100 psi x 1.20 (or 20%) = 120 
Low Pressure Alarm Setting will be: 90 psi (100 psi x .9 (or 90%) = 90

These are industry standards for the initial set-up, some adjustment may be needed after your first journey . Every brand of tyre 
operates differently, when some brands reach operating temperature the psi will increase 5 psi, other brands may increase  
20 - 22 psi. 

During your first journey  you will see if you need to increase your High Pressure Alarm setting. For the temperature it is 
recommended leaving it at the factory default of 158 degree F (70 degree C).

1. Open the TPMS app

2. Press ‘Settings’ and this screen will be displayed

3. Adjust the upper and lower values  of each axle by using the left and right 
arrows values as appropriate. ignore any axles not used.

4. Once you have adjusted the upper and lower pressures for each axle, press 
exit        to save and exit the screen.  

ensure the upper pressure value is higher than the lower pressure value and do not set the upper value higher than the upper value 
of the sensors you are fitting. Up to 116 PSi or 188 PSi depending on the package purchased.

To reset the value back to factory default press ‘Reset’

For the temperature it is recommended leaving it at the factory default of 158 degree F (70 degree C) .

Purchasers of this product should not solely rely on this tyre pressure monitoring system for safety and should check the 
condition and pressure of their vehicles tyres on a regular basis as described by the manufacturer of the vehicle or tyre 
manufacturer. Please note, Snooper Tyre Pilot System operates on an RF system, as with many RF tyre systems this system can 
occasionally suffer from interference depending on the systems location; thus causing the system to be inaccurate or not operate 
at all. Tyre pressures and temperatures are not the only things that can affect tyre safety; we suggest daily visual inspections and 
periodic checks of the vehicle tyres.

TPMS App  V1.1 09/15 
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if TMPS running and the sensors successfully are paired with the the 
Smartphone, it will automatically send pressure and temperature 
readings to the monitor every 5 minutes. 

if the pressure data received by the monitor is over or under the pressure 
values selected, or if the tyre temperature exceeds the temperature value 
you have selected a warning beep will be emitted.

To quickly access the TPMS menu press the app icon on the  screen.

Alerts

Sensors successfully paired with the Tyre Pilot display will automatically send pressure and temperature readings to the TMPS app  
every 5 minutes. if the pressure data received by the monitor is over or under the pressure values selected, or if the tyre temperature 
exceeds the temperature value you have selected, the device will provide an immediate alert.
1. The phone will emit an audible beep.

2. Press the TPMS icon to enter the menu

3. The corresponding icon for either pressure or temperature will appear on the display  and 
flash.

3. The icon representing the tyre which is experiencing the issue will be shown in red .

4. To mute the alert press the speaker icon (1) .

5. Press to : Close       , minimise        or to adjust the setting         TPMS 

Examples of alerts: 

Car -  low pressure on the front  left tyre   Car high pressure on the front  left tyre Car -  high temperature on the front left   tyre

           Truck -  low press on front left tyre 
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Alerts Truck, Trailer or Caravan

High pressure:

Low pressure:

Fast puncture :

High temperature:

Low battery

if the battery of the TPMS sensors is becoming discharged, the low battery warning will be displayed on the TPMS menu. 

For instructions on how to replace the battery refer to page 7

The ‘H’ denotes High pressure 
Over inflated 

The ‘L’ denotes low pressure 
Under inflated 

The ‘F’ denotes Fast puncture 

This shows that the 
temperature is too high. 
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Combinations 

Car and spare tyre

Car, trailer/caravan  and spare tyre

Truck, van or motorhome and spare tyre 

Truck, van, motorhome with trailer

The tyre pressures and temperatures shown in this user manual are for illustration purposes ONLY, users should consult 
the  vehicle or tyre manufacture for the recommended settings

For technical support please email: support@snooper.eu &  sales inquiries please email sales@snooper.eu 

www.snooper.co.uk

01928 579579
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